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This paper reports two experiments to determine the contribution of the suppressing eye to the gener-
ation of saccadic eye movements in constant strabismus. Eye movements were recorded using a Skalar
infra-red recorder. Experiment 1 tested six participants with constant strabismus, pathological suppres-
sion and no clinically demonstrable binocular single vision (BSV). We explored the effect of visual distrac-
tors presented monocularly (to either the ﬁxing eye or the strabismic eye) and binocularly, on saccade
latency and accuracy. Saccade latency signiﬁcantly increased when distractors were presented to the
strabismic eye compared to the no distractor condition. In all participants the effect on latency, with dis-
tractors presented to the strabismic eye, was maximum when distractors were presented towards the
location of the anatomical fovea. Saccade accuracy was reduced with ipsilateral distractors to the target
when presented binocularly or monocularly to the ﬁxing eye but not affected by distractors presented to
the strabismic eye. Experiment 2 investigated fast disconjugate saccade adaptations in six participants
with constant strabismus, pathological suppression and no clinically demonstrable BSV and for compar-
ison 8 with normal bifoveal BSV. Saccade disconjugacy was induced using an electronic feedback system
in which the calibrated eye movement position signal could be scaled by a factor (the feedback gain) to
move the target visible to one eye during binocular viewing. In all BSV participants and 3 of 6 participants
with constant strabismus, saccadic adaptation occurred rapidly such that under conditions of visual feed-
back saccades became increasingly disconjugate. These disconjugacies persisted when normal viewing
conditions were restored. The presence of an adaptive mechanism to adjust the binocular co-ordination
of saccades in the presence of constant strabismus with suppression and no clinically demonstrable BSV
has been demonstrated. Mechanisms that might explain such results are discussed.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In the presence of manifest strabismus with onset in childhood
the deviating eye is typically suppressed with patients unaware of
objects stimulating retinal areas within the suppression area to
avoid symptoms of diplopia and confusion. An alternative, but less
frequent, adaptation in strabismus is abnormal retinal correspon-
dence (ARC) which is a binocular condition in which there is a
change in visual projection such that the fovea of the ﬁxing eye
(non-strabismic eye) has a common visual direction with an area
other than the fovea of the strabismic eye (pseudo-fovea). The pair-
ing of all retinal elements is similarly changed. The resulting
abnormal binocular vision is of lower quality to that achieved in
normal binocular viewing without strabismus; however it typically
gives rise to depth perception and eliminates diplopia.ll rights reserved.
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ths).The mechanism of suppression in strabismus is unclear and the
contribution of the strabismic eye, when suppressed, to visual
performance and to the generation of eye movements has received
little attention. Immediately post-operatively patients may be
temporarily disorientated following correction of strabismus
despite lack of diplopia and no potential for fusion, possibly
suggesting that sub-conscious stimulation from the deviating eye
is contributing to visual processing and eye movement
programming.
Recordings in cortical neurons of cats with alternating esotropia
and exotropia show only minimal excitatory input from the sup-
pressed eye suggesting that the seat of suppression is within the
visual cortex (Sengpiel et al., 1994). In further support of this there
is evidence to suggest that the primary visual cortex is the site of
suppression with reports of lower metabolic activity in ocular
dominance columns driven by the strabismic eye (Wong,
Burkhulter, & Tychsen, 2005). This suppression has not been shown
to be evident in the monocular lamina of the LGN, indicating an
intracortical rather than sub-cortical mechanism.
There are however, many studies that provide evidence for
visual processing, in the absence of the geniculostriate pathway,
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1988; Braddick et al., 1992; Pöppel, Held, & Frost, 1973; Sanders
et al., 1974; Weiskrantz, 1987; Weiskrantz et al., 1974; Zihl, 1980).
Studies of saccades in the presence of concomitant strabismus
(strabismus in which the angle of deviation remains the same in
all directions of gaze, which ever eye is ﬁxing) are not abundant,
for review see Grifﬁths (2007), but are of interest in that analysis
of saccade characteristics provides information about cortical func-
tion and information about the link between binocular vision and
binocular coordination of saccades.
Most previous studies which have documented eye movements
in concomitant strabismus have concluded that saccade character-
istics, such as latency and gain, are in general unaffected by the
presence of concomitant strabismus in the absence of amblyopia
(Bucci et al., 2006; Ciuffreda, Kenyon, & Stark, 1978; de Faber,
van Rijn, & Collewijn, 1994; Grifﬁths, 2004; Kapoula & Bucci,
2002). The literature also documents no signiﬁcant change to sac-
cade performance following surgical intervention to the extraocu-
lar muscles compared to pre-operative measures (Kapoula & Bucci,
2002) despite evidence of altered velocity proﬁles (Chen et al.,
2005). The main effect of concomitant strabismus on saccades is
disconjugacy, where the amplitude of saccades in the strabismic
eye is different from that in the ﬁxing eye. Kapoula et al. (1997)
showed that strabismic subjects had signiﬁcantly increased sac-
cade disconjugacy compared to a control group with normal binoc-
ular single vision but the amount of disconjugacy signiﬁcantly
reduced following surgically improved alignment, despite lack of
binocular vision, suggesting that fusion is not required for adapta-
tions to binocular coordination of saccades.
In normal binocular single vision (BSV), distractors brieﬂy pre-
sented simultaneously with a target have been shown to increase
saccade latency when presented on the contralateral side to the
target and when presented to the ipsilateral side to the target
decrease saccade accuracy (Walker et al., 1997). An earlier study
(Grifﬁths, Whittle, & Buckley, 2006) examined the effect of distrac-
tors presented binocularly and monocularly (to the dominant eye
and non-dominant eye) in participants with BSV. This concluded
that saccade latency was increased signiﬁcantly when distractors
were presented binocularly compared to monocular presentation
to either the dominant or non-dominant eye. Here we report
Experiment 1 that explored the effect of distractors presented
monocularly and binocularly in participants with strabismus and
the sensory adaptation of suppression. In view of the lack of per-
ception of images within the suppression area it may be that visual
information from these retinal areas does not contribute to eyeTable 1
Participant details – participants 1–6 took part in Experiment 1; participants 3–8 took part
worn for all tests. VA = visual acuity measures using Bailey Lovie logMAR chart, RE = righ
deviation ﬁxing at 1.14 m recorded in prism dioptres (D) using the prism cover test (PCT)
suppression measured with Bagolini ﬁlter bar (Sbisa bar) where 1 represents weak suppre
Participant Age (years) Reported age
of onset (years)
Refractive correction
RE LE
1 62.8 0.5 +2.25 +2.75
2 20.2 0.5 +2.75 +2.88
3 22.8 1 +6.25 +5.50
4 41.0 1.5 +0.75 +0.63
5 39.5 Birth +0.50 +0.25
6 19.4 0.5 +4.00 +6.00
7 59.0 Birth +2.25 +2.50
8 19.0 0.5 +1.25 +2.50
Mean 35.5
SD 18.0movement planning. If the strabismic eye contributes to saccadic
eye movement planning, distractors presented to the strabismic
eye only should alter saccade latency and/or saccade accuracy
compared to the no distractor condition. To our knowledge this
has not been tested nor has the work reported in our Experiment
2. Here we tested the involvement of the strabismic eye in fast dis-
conjugate adaptation; the relevant literature is reviewed after
Experiment 1. The aim of both experiments was to determine
whether stimuli presented within suppressed retina, and therefore
not perceived by participants, are used by the visual system to
adapt saccadic performance. In both experiments, visual input to
the suppressing eye resulted in modulation of performance thus
indicating, that whilst suppressed areas of the strabismic eye ap-
pear to have no valuable input on clinical testing, they are still con-
tributing to visual processing.2. Materials and methods for Experiment 1
2.1. Participants
Prior to recruitment of volunteers ethical approval was
obtained for both experiments. Six participants (mean age 34.3 ±
17.0) with constant strabismus, normal retinal correspondence,
no potential BSV and suppression were studied; three with esotro-
pia and three with exotropia. A clinical assessment of their visual
function and strabismus was performed and details of this are
shown in Table 1. All participants reported onset of strabismus
prior to 2 years of age and all except one had had previous strabis-
mus surgery. All surgical procedures had been completed 5 years
or more before commencement of this study.2.2. Apparatus
Eye movements were recorded using an IRIS 6500 infrared lim-
bal tracker, (Skalar Medical, Delft, The Netherlands). The analogue
output was ﬁltered through a 100 Hz low-pass ﬁlter, digitised to
12-bit resolution and sampled at 5 ms intervals. Head movements
were restricted by use of a chin and cheek rest, for schematic dia-
gram of laboratory set-up see Fig. 1 of Grifﬁths, Whittle, and Buck-
ley (2006). The eye movement recordings were stored on disk and
analysed off-line.
A 1 cross target was presented by back projection in the centre
of a translucent screen 114 cm from the participant. A mirror gal-
vanometer sited in front of the projector was used to reposition thein Experiment 2. Refractive correction = spherical equivalent, glasses or contact lenses
t eye, LE = left eye, ET = esotropia, XT = exotropia, PCT = measurement of the angle of
1D is equivalent to 0.57, BO = prism base out, BI = prism base in, density = density of
ssion and higher values represent the denser suppression.
VA Strabismus PCT (D) Surgery to
correct/age
Density
RE LE
0.1 0.2 Left XT 2 BI XT – 57 yrs 15
0.0 0.1 Right ET 6 BO ET – 1.3 yrs 10
ET – 2 yrs
0.0 0.1 Right ET 6 BO None 8
0.1 0.0 Left XT 12 BI ET – 3 yrs 6
XT – 3.5 yrs
0.4 0.1 Right ET 12 BO ET – 2 yrs 14
XT – 32 yrs
0.1 0.1 Left XT 18 BI ET – 4 yrs 5
0.1 0.2 Left ET 2 BO ET – 3 yrs 12
0.1 0.6 Left XT 8D BI ET – 1.5 yrs 10
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of target and distractor positions.
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tal axis. The target was always presented to both eyes.
A second projector with mirror galvanometer was used to back
project a distractor onto the screen. The distractor consisted of an
unﬁlled circle, diameter 1.5 which (when presented) appeared for
200 ms simultaneously with the onset of the target.
The target size, distractor size and distractor duration were
selected following a pilot study run on two participants with nor-
mal binocular vision. The parameters selected gave a distractor ef-
fect comparable with Walker et al. (1997). The target and
distractors were larger than those used by Walker et al. (1997)
but were considered to be of an appropriate size to allow visibility
by participants with mild to moderate amblyopia and were identi-
cal in size and luminance to those used in our previous study of
participants with normal BSV (Grifﬁths, Whittle, & Buckley,
2006). The 4 and 8 target amplitudes and distractor positions
were as shown in Fig. 1 and were selected to be comparable to
the experiments of Walker et al. (1997). Both target and distractor
positions relate to the position in degrees from the centre of the
screen and correspond to the position viewed centrally by the ﬁx-
ing eye, hence the retinal location in the strabismic eye varied
dependent on the angle of strabismus.
In the experiment three distractor conditions were used; dis-
tractor to both eyes simultaneously, to the ﬁxing eye only, to the
strabismic (deviating) eye only. Distractor presentation to one or
both eyes was controlled by four liquid crystal polymer (LCP) shut-
ters (Phillips Components), one positioned between the lens and
the mirror galvanometer of each projector and one positioned in
front of each of the participant’s eyes. All four shutters were run
at a frequency of 80 Hz. Alteration of the relative timings of the
shutters allowed presentation of the distractor to one eye or both
eyes. A series of experiments conﬁrmed that the shutters did not
allow any crosstalk between the eyes (Grifﬁths, 2004). A stationary
background comprised of ﬁne random dots of luminance 2 cd/m2
was back projected by a third slide projector and was visible to
both eyes at all times. Room illumination was kept constant
throughout the experiment at 1 cd/m2.2.3. Procedure
A clinical examination was initially performed to classify the
type of strabismus, conﬁrm that this was a constant strabismus
present at all distances and gaze angles, and to investigate the
presence, area and density of suppression. Within 1 week of the
clinical assessment the participants attended three separate eye
movement-recording sessions within a period of 10 days.
For eye movement recording the participant was seated with
the Skalar infrared eye movement recorder and LCP shutters in
place. Before each block of 20 trials the participant was informed
or reminded that all targets would initially appear in the centre
of the screen and always move to the right and then back to the
centre. This direction was maintained for all subsequent trials toavoid any increase in latency on distractor trials caused by the
additional discrimination process required to select the correct tar-
get direction. Participants were instructed to look directly at the
centre of the small cross positioned in the middle of the screen
and when it jumped to the right, to move their eyes as quickly
and accurately as possible to look at the centre of the cross. They
were told not to anticipate the target movement and that they
should only move their eyes when they saw it appear. They were
told that occasionally a circle (i.e. the distractor) could appear any-
where on the screen, but this should be ignored at all times.
Eye movements generated using a sinusoidal target motion of
0.32 Hz, ±12, were used to calibrate the eye movement recorder
before each block of 20 trials. Participants were asked to follow
the centre of the target as accurately and smoothly as possible.
The target was initially presented centrally. To avoid anticipa-
tion there was a random period (500–1200 ms) before the target
disappeared at the central location and immediately reappeared
at either 4 or 8 on the horizontal axis for 500 ms (0 gap). The
target then returned to the centre point before the next presenta-
tion. In most trials a distractor appeared simultaneously with the
onset of the 4 or 8 target for 200 ms. The eccentricity of the dis-
tractor varied randomly between ±10 at 2 intervals along the
horizontal axis, where positive values represent distractors ipsilat-
eral to the target and negative values represent distractors on the
contralateral side to the target, see Fig. 1. Zero indicates distractors
presented at the original ﬁxation point. In 60 out of 720 trials, one
per block, no distractor was presented. The mean data from this
condition provided baseline measures. A total of 12 blocks of trials,
each consisting of 20 saccades, was run for each distractor condi-
tion (distractor to both eyes, ﬁxing eye and strabismic eye) in a
random order, giving 20 saccades at each distractor eccentricity,
240 saccades for each distractor condition and a total of 720 sac-
cades. The experiment was carried out over three testing sessions
each of 45 min completed within a 10-day period.
The angle of strabismus was measured before and immediately
after the eye movement recording session using the prism cover
test. This was to ﬁrstly assess whether the LCP shutters, running
at 80 Hz, affected the angle of strabismus and, secondly, to deter-
mine whether the angle of deviation changed following a 30 min
recording session. The ﬁxation target used for the prism cover test
measurements was a central 1 target cross, back projected onto
the screen at a distance of 114 cm, and the participants were
seated with head ﬁxed in the chin and cheek head support, wear-
ing the eye movement recorder head band. The LCP shutters were
operating at 80 Hz in the open position. The angle of strabismus
was not affected by the dissociation of the shutters and did not
change over the period of the testing session.3. Results of Experiment 1
All six participants with constant strabismus and suppression
completed the experiment and were included in the analysis. All
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ﬁlter bar) and large suppression areas extending beyond the dis-
tractor eccentricities presented in this study. A further experiment
showed that whilst ﬁxating the central ﬁxation target presented to
both eyes, all participants were unaware of the presence of the dis-
tractor when presented monocularly to the strabismic eye at all
eccentricities used, whereas when presented to the ﬁxing eye or
to both eyes it was visible (see Appendices A and B for results).
Saccades were detected using an acceleration criterion, which
deﬁned the start of a saccade as occurring when eye acceleration
exceeded twice the noise level. Each saccade was then checked
visually to conﬁrm correct detection of the primary saccade. Mean
saccade latency and gain for each individual participant was calcu-
lated for each distractor eccentricity and for each of the three types
of distractor. Saccades with latency <80 ms were excluded as they
were considered to be anticipatory (Fischer & Weber, 1993) and
saccades with latency >450 ms were excluded as they were not
considered to be visually triggered (Walker et al., 1997). In all par-
ticipants a small number of saccades could not be analysed due to
blinks or incorrect ﬁxation. A total of 12% of saccades were there-
fore excluded from the analysis. The data were then transferred to
Excel spread sheets for further analysis.
The results are presented as individual participant responses for
the distractor effect on saccade latency and then saccade gain.
3.1. Saccade latency
Individual participant data were plotted as group mean data
may have masked the distractor effect due to differences in the
type and angle of strabismus. Figs. 2 and 3, for 4 and 8 targets
respectively, show saccade latency plotted as a function of distrac-
tor eccentricity with distractors presented to both eyes, ﬁxing eye
and the strabismic eye. Saccade latency without distractors is also
shown for comparison.
3.1.1. Distractors presented to both eyes and to the ﬁxing eye
Figs. 2 and 3 show that all participants demonstrated a similar
response with distractors presented to both eyes and to the ﬁxing
eye. For both 4 (Fig. 2) and 8 (Fig. 3) targets latency was unaf-
fected by distractors ipsilateral to the target but increased for con-
tralateral distractors. The maximum increase in latency occurred
with distractors at the original ﬁxation point (distractor position
zero). The group mean saccade latency for each distractor position
and without distractors was therefore calculated. For 4 targets the
group mean increase in saccade latency at the original ﬁxation
point was 66.7 ms in the both eyes condition and 61.8 ms in the
ﬁxing eye condition. For 8 targets the group mean increase in
latency with distractors at ﬁxation was 47.3 ms with distractors
to both eyes and 51.7 ms with distractors presented to the ﬁxing
eye.
To establish whether the effect of distractors on latency at ﬁxa-
tion when presented to the ﬁxing eye or both eyes was signiﬁcant a
three-factor repeated measures ANOVA was performed. The three
factors were; eye viewing the distractor (ﬁxing or both eyes), tar-
get amplitude (4 and 8) and distractor (no distractor or distractor
at ﬁxation). The results showed that there was a signiﬁcant differ-
ence for presence or absence of a distractor at ﬁxation [F(1,5) =
88.01, p< 0.001]. This effect was not signiﬁcantly different for the
ﬁxing eye or both eyes [F(1,5) = 0.001, p > 0.05]. There was no sig-
niﬁcant difference for target amplitude [F(1,5) = 0.315, p > 0.05].
There was no signiﬁcant interaction between presence of distractor
at ﬁxation and eye viewing the distractor [F(1,5) = 0.001, p > 0.05].
To show whether the effect on latency differed between contra-
lateral and ipsilateral distractors to the ﬁxing eye and both eyes, a
four-factor repeated measures ANOVA was performed. The four
factors were; eye viewing the distractor (ﬁxing eye and both eyes),target amplitude (4 and 8), side of distractor (contralateral or
ipsilateral) and position of distractor (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10). This
revealed no signiﬁcant effect for eye viewing the distractor
[F(1,5) = 0.238, p > 0.05]. However, this did reveal a signiﬁcant dif-
ference for target amplitude [F(1,5) = 10.608, p < 0.05] and for side
of distractor [F(1,5) = 53.959, p < 0.001], with contralateral distrac-
tors resulting in signiﬁcantly greater saccade latencies than ipsilat-
eral distractors. Distractor position was also signiﬁcant [F(4,20) =
14.468, p < 0.0001]. No signiﬁcant interactions were found be-
tween eye viewing the distractor and side of distractor [F(1,5) =
1.266, p > 0.05], no interaction between eye and distractor position
[F(4,20) = 0.746, p > 0.05].
3.1.2. Distractors presented to the strabismic eye
From Figs. 2 and 3 it is evident that with distractors presented
to the strabismic eye in almost all cases the maximum (partici-
pants 2 and 6), or only (participants 1, 3, 4 and 5), increase in la-
tency occurred at a location stimulating the anatomical fovea of
the deviating eye or within close proximity to it. A summary of
these maximum increases and location is shown in Table 2. Partic-
ipants 2 and 6 also demonstrated a clear increase in saccade la-
tency with distractors at the original ﬁxation point which would
have stimulated peripheral retina equal to their angle of deviation.
Participants 1 and 2 showed an increased effect with binocular
presentation compared with distractors to the ﬁxing eye only. This
difference is small for participant 1 (8.6 ms for 4 targets) but large
for participant 2 (22 ms for 4 targets). This is reversed for partic-
ipants 4 and 5 who both showed a larger effect with distractors to
the ﬁxing eye only compared with the binocular stimulation. The
remaining two participants had equal effects for ﬁxing eye and bin-
ocular distractor presentations.
3.2. Saccade gain
Individual participant data were plotted, as group mean data
may have masked the distractor effect due to differences in the
type and angle of strabismus. Figs. 4 and 5, for 4 and 8 targets
respectively, show saccade gain plotted as a function of distractor
eccentricity with distractors presented to both eyes, ﬁxing eye and
the strabismic eye. Saccade gain without distractors is also shown
for comparison.
3.2.1. Distractors presented to both eyes and to the ﬁxing eye
All participants demonstrated a typical distractor effect with
distractors to both eyes and the ﬁxing eye. For these two condi-
tions the group mean saccade gain for each distractor position
and without distractors was calculated. For 4 targets a clear
decrease in gain occurred for ipsilateral distractors at +2 and an
increase in gain occurred with distractors beyond the target from
+6 to +10 when distractors were presented to both eyes and ﬁx-
ing eye only. The largest increase in gain for both conditions
occurred with distractors at +10. The group mean increase in sac-
cade gain at this position was 0.770 in the both eyes condition and
0.587 in the ﬁxing eye condition, showing a small enhanced binoc-
ular response. For 8 targets a large decrease in gain occurred for
ipsilateral distractors presented between the original ﬁxation point
and the target (+2 to +6) the maximum group mean decrease in
gain was 0.286 with distractors to both eyes, and 0.304 with
distractors to the ﬁxing eye.
To test whether the effect on gain differed between contralat-
eral and ipsilateral distractors and between distractors presented
to the ﬁxing eye and both eyes, two separate three-factor repeated
measures ANOVA were performed, one for each target amplitude.
The three factors were; eye viewing the distractor (ﬁxing eye or
both eyes), side of distractor (contralateral or ipsilateral) and
position of distractor (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10). This showed a
Fig. 2. The effect of distractors presented simultaneously with a 4 target to the ﬁxing eye, strabismic eye and both eyes, on saccade latency for six strabismic participants
with suppression. Zero distractor position represents the original central ﬁxation point, negative values represent contralateral distractors and positive values represent
ipsilateral distractors. As participants had either right esotropia or left exotropia and therefore the location of the fovea in the strabismic eye is at a position in the left ﬁeld of
the normally ﬁxing eye. The data for participant 1 is shown with a different axis range due to longer latencies than the other participants. SE = standard error.
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Fig. 3. The effect of distractors presented simultaneously with an 8 target, to the ﬁxing eye, strabismic eye and both eyes, on saccade latency for six strabismic participants
with suppression. Zero distractor position represents the original central ﬁxation point, negative values represent contralateral distractors and positive values represent
ipsilateral distractors. As participants had either right esotropia or left exotropia and therefore the location of the fovea in the strabismic eye is at a position in the left ﬁeld of
the normally ﬁxing eye. The data for participant 1 is shown with a different axis range due to longer latencies than the other participants. SE = standard error.
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Table 2
From Experiment 1 difference in saccade latency with and without distractors
presented to the strabismic eye for six strabismic participants with suppression.
Positive values represent an increase and negative values a decrease in saccade
latency with distractors. SD = standard deviation, SE = standard error.
Participant Distractor at
ﬁxation in the
strabismic eye
(ms)
Maximum
increase
(ms)
Position of
maximum
increase
Expected
location of
anatomical
fovea
(a) 4 Target
1 25.3 25.3 0 1
2 15.8 27.6 4 3
3 11.7 16.8 4 3
4 0.9 12.7 6 6
5 1.6 24.3 6 6
6 19.4 37.4 10 9
Mean 12.1 24.0
SD 9.3 7.9
SE 3.8 3.2
(b) 8 Target
1 21.4 21.4 0 1
2 18.9 47.2 4 3
3 6.8 10.4 6 3
4 3.0 13.9 6 6
5 1.8 19.6 2 6
6 3.9 16.7 4 9
Mean 4.1 21.5
SD 12.5 13.2
SE 5.1 5.4
H. Grifﬁths et al. / Vision Research 51 (2011) 2405–2424 2411signiﬁcant difference in gain for side of distractor for 4 targets
[F(1,5) = 75.813, p < 0.001] and 8 targets [F(1,5) = 37.721, p <
0.01] and between distractor position for 4 targets [F(4,20) =
39.219, p < 0.0001] and 8 targets [F(4,20) = 21.168, p < 0.0001].
No signiﬁcant effect was found for eye viewing the distractor for
8 targets [F(1,5) = 2.414, p > 0.05] or for 4 targets [F(1,5) = 4.30,
p > 0.05]. No signiﬁcant interaction was found between eye view-
ing the distractor, side of distractor and position of distractor for
both 4 [F(4,20) = 1.980, p > 0.05], and 8 targets [F(4,20) = 0.342,
p > 0.05].
3.2.2. Distractors presented to the strabismic eye
With distractors presented to the strabismic eye participants 4
and 5 showed no effect on saccade gain. Participant 3 demon-
strated a normal effect for ipsilateral distractors but also increased
gain for contralateral distractors. For 4 targets participants 1 and 6
showed a small increase in saccade gain with ipsilateral distrac-
tors, but atypically the increase began with distractors at +4
(the target amplitude) and peaked with distractors at +6. Partici-
pant 2 revealed a variable effect with very slightly increased and
decreased gains for ipsilateral and contralateral distractors, but
with no clear pattern.
Overall, the effects on saccade gain from the strabismic eye
were small with two participants having no effect. Two of the six
participants demonstrated larger effects on gain with distractors
presented to both eyes compared to distractors presented to the
ﬁxing eye only.4. Discussion of Experiment 1
The pattern of distractor effects with distractors presented to
both eyes and to the ﬁxing eye is very similar to that reported by
Walker et al. (1997). In strabismic observers with suppression
and no BSV (normal or abnormal), the maximum effect on latency,
with distractors to the ﬁxing eye and both eyes, was equivalent in
magnitude and location (distractor at the original ﬁxation point,
hence stimulating the fovea) to that previously reported usingthe same experimental paradigm in the observers with normal
BSV (Grifﬁths, Whittle, & Buckley, 2006). The maximum effect pro-
duced from the strabismic eye was approximately one third of the
size and occurred with distractors presented at the anatomical
fovea which was not directed at the original ﬁxation point. When
individual participant data were examined the maximum effect
produced from the strabismic eye appeared to occur when distrac-
tors were presented in the area of the anatomical fovea. The effects
on saccade accuracy from distractors to the strabismic eye in
observers with suppression were small with two observers having
no response at all. The enhanced effect of binocular distractors,
previously demonstrated in normal BSV (Grifﬁths, Whittle, & Buck-
ley, 2006), was present in two of the strabismic observers. The lack
of increased binocular effects in the other four participants may
have been because the response from their ﬁxing eye was
increased.
The increase in saccade latency with distractors at the original
ﬁxation point has been explained as an increase in activity of the
ﬁxation cells in the rostral pole of the superior colliculus (Doris &
Munoz, 1995; Munoz & Wurtz, 1992, 1993a, 1993b, 1995a,
1995b). These ﬁxation cells show a tonic discharge during ﬁxation
and represent the central 2 of the visual ﬁeld. Stimulation of these
‘ﬁxation cells’ has an inhibitory effect on saccades (Munoz &
Wurtz, 1993b). In strabismic participants with suppression the
maximum increase occurred when distractors were at an eccen-
tricity equal to the fovea and not when distractors appeared at
the location of original ﬁxation. Hence it is possible that the ﬁxa-
tion cells were responding in relation to the foveal activity of the
strabismic eye. In some participants however an increase in la-
tency also occurred with distractors at the original ﬁxation point,
i.e. stimulation at a retinal point equal to the angle of deviation
which may represent development of a pseudo-foveal area. Fixa-
tion cells in this situation were possibly responding to stimulation
of an area other than the anatomical fovea, which may represent a
collicular re-mapping in the presence of strabismus. Further work
in this area would be required to conﬁrm this.
4.1. Mechanism for the distractor effect in suppression
It has previously been suggested that in strabismus saccades are
generated based on visual input from the dominant (ﬁxing) eye
only (van Leeuwen et al., 1995). This conclusion was reached, as
the accuracy of saccades in the dominant eye of 10 subjects with
constant strabismus was comparable to binocular subjects (van
Leeuwen et al., 1995). The accuracy of saccades was unchanged
by covering the strabismic eye, whilst covering the dominant eye
resulted in decreased accuracy independent of visual acuity. In this
current experiment, whilst information from the dominant eye
had most effect on saccade generation, information from the sup-
pressed area of the strabismic eye also affected latency and
accuracy of saccades.
A further experiment (Appendices A and B) conﬁrmed that
distractors presented to the strabismic eye of subjects with sup-
pression were not detected by any of the participants. This there-
fore raises questions regarding the mechanism for an effect of
distractors on motor performance despite lack of sensory percep-
tion of the images. The exact mechanism for suppression is
unknown however, as discussed previously most evidence sug-
gests that it occurs within the striate cortex (Sengpiel et al.,
1994; Wong, Burkhulter, & Tychsen, 2005). The presence of a dis-
tractor effect from the strabismic eye during suppression in our
ﬁndings may suggest that sub-cortical mechanisms exist despite
the cortical loss of perception.
There are many studies that provide evidence for visual pro-
cessing, in the absence of the geniculostriate pathway, mediated
by sub-cortical pathways (Barbur, Forsyth, & Findlay, 1988;
Fig. 4. The effect of distractors presented simultaneously with a 4 target to the ﬁxing eye, strabismic eye and both eyes, on saccade gain for six strabismic participants with
suppression. Zero distractor position represents the original central ﬁxation point, negative values represent contralateral distractors and positive values represent ipsilateral
distractors. As participants had either right esotropia or left exotropia and therefore the location of the fovea in the strabismic eye is at a position in the left ﬁeld of the
normally ﬁxing eye. SE = standard error.
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Fig. 5. The effect of distractors presented simultaneously with a 8 target to the ﬁxing eye, strabismic eye and both eyes, on saccade gain for six strabismic participants with
suppression. Zero distractor position represents the original central ﬁxation point, negative values represent contralateral distractors and positive values represent ipsilateral
distractors. As participants had either right esotropia or left exotropia and therefore the location of the fovea in the strabismic eye is at a position in the left ﬁeld of the
normally ﬁxing eye. SE = standard error.
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1974; Weiskrantz, 1987; Weiskrantz et al., 1974; Zihl, 1980). Of
interest is the study by Rafal et al. (1990), which examined the
latency of saccades made by hemianopic patients to stimuli pre-
sented in their intact visual ﬁeld under conditions in which visual
distractors appeared in their blind ﬁeld. The ﬁndings were that
saccade latency increased when distractors were presented in the
blind ﬁeld. However, a similar increase in latency could not be
demonstrated in normal observers. These ﬁndings were taken as
showing that the distractor effect was speciﬁc to the oculomotor
system and may be observed only when the cortical visual path-
way is inoperative, suggesting that the sub-cortical visual pathway
is responsible for the distractor effect. As already noted however,
the distractor effect has been found in normal observers (Walker
et al., 1997; Grifﬁths, Whittle, & Buckley, 2006). In contrast to Rafal
et al. (1990) and Walker et al. (2000), revealed no evidence of
blindsight inhibitory effects in hemianopic observers with cortical
lesions. They conclude that the distractor effect is a normal charac-
teristic of the saccadic system and may be related to the process of
response competition involved in saccade target selection and
suggest that this may be mediated by the deep colliculus, which
depends on the corticotectal pathway for visual input.
It is possible that a high sensitivity exists in suppression for
detection of transient onset and offset of a target. This has been
described in a patient with destruction of the striate cortex who
could detect and localise fast moving targets and ﬂashed targets
in his otherwise blind hemiﬁeld (Barbur, Forsyth, & Findlay,
1988). This may mean that the brieﬂy presented distractor was
perceived cortically but failed to register consciousness. Wolfe
(1986) demonstrated that, in six participants with constant stra-
bismus and suppression, suppression does not occur in a dark
room when stimuli are brieﬂy ﬂashed for 6150 ms, suggesting that
pathological suppression requires 150 ms of stimulation to be
made manifest. It is possible that under the different lighting levels
and target/distractor luminance that the 200 ms distractor presen-
tation prevented suppression. The method of dissociation used
may also be a factor. The LCP shutters, operating at 80 Hz out of
phase to each eye, led to 12.5 ms samples to each eye. This form
of dissociation by time delay may have broken down the
suppression.
The strabismic participants in this present study all had rela-
tively small angles of deviation, maximum 18 prism dioptres
(approximately 9). It would therefore be interesting to extend this
study to include observers with suppression and larger angles of
deviation to determine whether there is an upper limit for contri-
bution of the strabismic eye to saccadic programming. It may be
that the effect diminishes as the angle increases due to either ret-
inal changes towards the periphery or the anatomical fovea
becoming too remote from the target to inﬂuence the saccade.
Experiment 1 demonstrated that peripheral distractors within
the suppression area affect saccade generation. Experiment 2
investigates this further by exploring saccade generation in
response to the central ﬁxation target within the suppression area.5. Experiment 2
In Experiment 1 we found that presentation of distractors to the
strabismic eye had a small effect on saccade characteristics, in
Experiment 2 we test for any involvement of the strabismic eye
in fast disconjugate saccadic adaptation.
Saccades are under an adaptive control system to compensate
for short or long term changes to the visual system. Adaptive con-
trol monitors performance and adjusts parameters to improve
accuracy and behaviour where required. As saccades are ballistic
in nature, on-going feedback is not possible, therefore this systemof saccade adaptation is achieved by an adaptation process. In the
event of under or overshooting the target, the system adjusts
parameters to reduce the probability of such an error occurring
again. Experiments in symmetric saccadic adaptive control have
been carried out using techniques such as intra-saccadic step
(Deubel, Wolf, & Hauske, 1986) and electronic feedback systems
(Albano & King, 1989).
Horizontal saccades are naturally slightly disconjugate, with
abducting saccades being faster and slightly larger than adducting
saccades (Collewijn, Erkelens, & Steinman, 1988; de Faber, van
Rijn, & Collewijn, 1994; Kapoula et al., 1987). This gives rise to
relative divergence of the eyes. In normal binocular single vision
(BSV) this is small where typically, for horizontal saccades of
<20 from the primary position, the two eyes differ by <0.5
(Collewijn, Erkelens, & Steinman, 1988). Binocular vision requires
images to fall on the foveae of each eye and therefore precise
control over ocular alignment is essential.
Saccades have also been shown to adapt disconjugately, such
that saccades become unequal in the two eyes. Lemij and Collewijn
(1991) investigated the time course of disconjugate saccade
adaptation using short-term wear of anisometropic spectacles.
These spectacle lenses resulted in visual images that were differ-
ently sized for the two eyes. Disconjugate saccades occurred with
induced anisometropia ranging from 2 to 8 dioptres, with the
adaptations almost complete within 1 h. Later studies (Kapoula,
Eggert, & Bucci, 1995; van der Steen & Bruno, 1995) show that, un-
der similar conditions where the image to one eye is magniﬁed,
disconjugacy occurs within a period of a few minutes and that it
persists under monocular viewing. This indicates the presence of
a fast learning mechanism.
As disconjugate adaptation sub-serves binocular vision,
Kapoula et al. (1996) questioned whether foveal fusion is a prere-
quisite to achieve disconjugate adaptations. They studied three
micro-strabismic participants who viewed a random dot pattern,
which was 10% larger in one eye. Within 40 s, horizontal saccades
became larger in the eye viewing the larger stimulus by 4–10%.
The induced disconjugacy persisted under monocular viewing.
This demonstrates that foveal fusion is not required for this
mechanism and peripheral fusion is sufﬁcient to drive adaptive
changes.
Bucci et al. (1997) examined the degree of binocular vision
necessary to stimulate disconjugate adaptation. They studied two
participants with small esotropia and peripheral fusion, two with
intermediate esotropia, abnormal retinal correspondence and
anomalous BSV and four participants with large esotropia and no
demonstrable binocular vision. The conclusions were that partici-
pants with peripheral binocular vision, and those with anomalous
BSV, were able to demonstrate disconjugate changes of the binoc-
ular coordination of their saccades appropriate for the induced
disparity. However, participants without binocular vision made
disconjugate changes to the amplitude of saccades, but these were
not in the direction appropriate for the induced disparity. The
authors therefore concluded that binocular vision (normal or
anomalous) is required to stimulate the appropriate mechanism
of saccade adaptation.
In the Bucci et al. (1997) experiment outlined above, all partic-
ipants with strabismus and no potential BSV had their angle of
deviation corrected, or partially corrected, with base out prisms,
ranging from 2 to 22 prism dioptres, placed over the deviating
eye. The reason stated for this was to render disparities similar
in all participants. This may however have led to the anomalous
responses found in the larger angled strabismus with no demon-
strable binocular vision, as points stimulated in each eye were
signiﬁcantly altered to those normally stimulated without correc-
tion of the deviation. It may be that with their ‘normal’ ocular
alignment, the disparity would have been detected and hence
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triggered.
Experiment 2 investigates disconjugate saccade adaptation in
normal BSV and in strabismus with no demonstrable binocular
vision without correction of the angle of strabismus. The method
used to induce retinal disparity of targets was an electronic
feedback system.6. Materials and methods for Experiment 2
6.1. Participants
Fourteen adult participants were included in this experiment,
eight with normal bifoveal BSV (mean age 29.3 years ± 9.6) and
six with manifest strabismus (mean age 33.5 years ± 15.9). The
group with normal BSV were all right eye dominant (determined
using the hole-in-the-card test held bimanually) and had corrected
visual acuity of at least 6/6 Snellen and no ocular motility defects.
The participants with strabismus all had constant suppression and
no clinically demonstrable BSV, their details are summarised in
Table 1 (participants 3–8). Four of the strabismic participants also
took part in Experiment 1 (participants 3–6).
6.2. Apparatus
The participants were seated comfortably 114 cm from a ﬂat
back projection screen. The participant’s head was stabilised using
a chin and cheek rest, ensuring close ﬁtting of cheek rests against
the cheek bones and instructing the participant to remain ﬁrmly
in position. For details of the apparatus see Fig. 1 of Grifﬁths,
Whittle, and Buckley (2006). Two modiﬁed Kodak carousel slide
projectors projected identical sized targets. The targets consisted
of a cross, subtending 2 of luminance 18 cd/m2. These were pro-
jected so that they overlaid each other to appear as a single target
and they could be moved by mirror galvanometers. Four liquid
crystal polymer (LCP) shutters, one positioned in front of each
projector lens and one in front of each eye and all operating at
80 Hz, were set such that one target was visible to each eye. A
blurred random dot stationary background of luminance 4 cd/m2
was back projected by a third projector, and was constantly visible
to both eyes.
Horizontal eye movements were again recorded using the
Skalar IRIS 6500 infrared limbal tracker. The calibrated eye move-
ment position signal could be scaled by a factor (the feedback gain)
and used to move one of the targets. Feedback gain, calculated by
dividing target velocity by eye velocity, could be instantaneously
adjusted between 1 and +1 in 0.05 steps. Zero feedback gain
represented normal viewing conditions. When the feedback gain
was >0 the target moved in the same direction as the eye; at +1
the target moved at the same speed as the eye. If feedback gain
was <0, the target moved in the opposite direction to the eye
(not used in this experiment). Feedback could be applied to one
of the targets, visible to one eye only, to induce saccade disconju-
gacy, see Supplementary material.
6.3. Procedure
Each eye movement recording session consisted of three
phases: the pre-adaptation phase (60 trials); the adaptation phase
(210 trials), and the post adaptation phase (60 trials). Each phase
was run in series directly after each other with no break. The pre
and post-adaptation phases were the same in all phases and con-
sisted of a single target step of 5 from the central ﬁxation point
and back. The same gaze direction and eccentricity of target on
the screen was maintained for all trials in the session to facilitatefast adaptation. However for the strabismic participants the posi-
tion that the target projected on the retina of the strabismic eye
would have varied depending on the angle of strabismus.
The adaptation phase consisted of two different conditions: (1)
+0.1 feedback gain applied to the target visible to one eye, (2) a
control condition in which there was no feedback applied.
The eight participants with normal BSV attended two sessions:
one session where the feedback condition was performed and
another for the control condition. All participants were right eye
dominant, four had feedback applied to the dominant eye and four
had feedback applied to the non-dominant eye. The six
participants with constant strabismus attended three sessions;
feedback to the ﬁxing eye, feedback to the strabismic eye and the
control condition. The order of testing these conditions was
counterbalanced.
Participants were instructed to look at the centre of the target
cross and move their eyes to follow it at all times as quickly and
accurately as possible. They were told not to move their eyes until
they actually saw the target appear in the eccentric position. They
were also asked to try to keep the target single and clear. The par-
ticipant was informed of the gaze direction prior to commencing
the experiment. Each experimental session lasted approximately
30 min. Calibration of eye movements was performed prior to each
phase.
The two identical overlapping targets, one visible to each eye,
appeared in the centre of the screen and, after a randomised time
delay (500–1500 ms), jumped 5 to the right or left of centre. Fol-
lowing a randomised period (50–1500 ms) the targets would both
return to the centre. In the feedback condition adaptation phase,
both targets would jump from the centre to 5 eccentricity, when
the eye with feedback moved to ﬁxate the target, the dissociated
target visible to that eye moved in the direction of the eye move-
ment by a feedback gain of +0.1, producing retinal disparity. This
therefore created a stimulus to induce disconjugate saccade adap-
tation. Convergent disparity occurred where the adducting eye was
required to make a larger saccade than the abducting eye and
divergent disparity when the abducting eye was required to make
larger saccades than the adducting eye.
The pre- and post-adaptation phases were performed with
monocular ﬁxation by closing the LCP shutter in front of the non-
dominant or strabismic eye. The adaptation phase was performed
with stimuli presented to both eyes.7. Results of Experiment 2
The mean saccade gain in each eye was calculated, the gain of
the eye without feedback was subtracted from the eye with feed-
back to determine the saccade gain disconjugacy in the pre- and
post-adaptation phases, see Supplementary material. Saccade gain
disconjugacy in the pre-adaptation phases was subtracted from the
post-adaptation saccade gain disconjugacy to give the magnitude
of the adaptation effect (as described by Kapoula et al. (1996)).
When no feedback was applied during the adaptation phase there
was no signiﬁcant change in disconjugacy of saccades between the
pre and post-adaptation phases in any of the participants, paired
t-tests p > 0.05. The feedback, applied during the adaptation phase,
induced appropriate saccade disconjugacy in all eight participants
with normal BSV. The results for all BSV participants were pooled
and the mean and range of their results are shown in Fig. 6a and
b as solid and dotted lines respectively. In the strabismic group
examination of individual participant data reveals variable results;
this is shown in Fig. 6a for convergent disparity and 6b for diver-
gent disparity. Five of the six participants demonstrated adaptive
changes to saccade disconjugacy following the adaptation phase
when feedback was applied to a target visible to one eye.
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demonstrated adaptation in a direction appropriate to the induced
disparity for all conditions (feedback ﬁxing eye and strabismic eye
for convergent and divergent disparity). The response fromFig. 6. Change in saccade gain disconjugacy in the post-adaptation phase compared
to the pre-adaptation phase for (a) convergent disparity and (b) divergent disparity.
Results of individual strabismic participants are plotted. The mean change in
disconjugacy for the BSV participants is represented as the solid black line. The
dotted lines indicate the range of results in the BSV group.
Fig. 7. Mean saccade disconjugacy over the time course of the three experimental phases
three strabismic participants who demonstrated appropriate disconjugate adaptation wparticipant 8 when feedback was introduced to the strabismic
eye although appropriate in direction, was signiﬁcantly larger than
the binocular participants (p < 0.01). Participant 7 demonstrated
adaptation in the opposite direction to that required for compensa-
tion of the induced disparity in all conditions where feedback was
applied in the adaptation phase. Participant 6 demonstrated a
mixed response; when feedback was applied to the strabismic
eye adaptation occurred in the appropriate direction for divergent
disparity and no adaptation for convergent disparity; when feed-
back was applied to the ﬁxing eye adaptation occurred in the oppo-
site direction to that required for compensation of the inducedTable 3
Summary of signiﬁcance levels of z scores for individual strabismic participants.
Conditions where the results were in the same direction but signiﬁcantly different
from the BSV group are represented as follows:  = p < 0.05;  = p < 0.01;
 = p < 0.001. Where there is no signiﬁcant difference from the BSV group the
symbol – is used. Where adaptation occurred in an inappropriate direction to the
induced disparity and therefore signiﬁcantly different from the BSV group results are
represented as follows: x = p < 0.05; xx = p < 0.01; xxx = p < 0.001. The shaded cells for
participant 5 represent that although results were not signiﬁcantly different from the
BSV group, they were equivalent to the response in this participant in the no feedback
condition, hence this subject did not show a difference in the feedback condition
compared to the no feedback condition.
for: (a and b) three participants with normal BSV and (c and d) pooled data from the
ith feedback to the dominant ﬁxing eye (participants 3, 4 and 8).
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between the no feedback and feedback conditions for divergent
disparity or convergent disparity with feedback to the ﬁxing eye.
The only response in this participant occurred for convergent dis-
parity when feedback was applied to the strabismic eye, the adap-
tation effect was small and inappropriate to the induced disparity.
This participant had variable saccade gain and variable disconjuga-
cy in the pre-adaptation phase between testing sessions, with pre-
adaptation gains ranging from 0.753 to 0.984 in the ﬁxing (left) eye
and 0.865 to 1.314 in the strabismic (right) eye. It should be noted,
however, that the apparent adaptation in these conditions was also
seen in the no feedback condition. It therefore can be concluded
that this participant had variable amounts of disconjugacy under
all test conditions and had no clear adaptation effect.
To determine whether the changes in disconjugacy for each
participant were signiﬁcantly different from the binocular partici-
pants, z scores were calculated and levels of signiﬁcance deter-
mined. This was done using the mean and SD of the BSV group
and the mean result of each strabismic participant to obtain a z
score. z scores were then converted to probability (using the table
of normal distribution) of the participant being different from the
BSV group. If adaptation occurred in the strabismic participant
the p value would be non-signiﬁcant. A summary of these results
is shown in Table 3 and show that with feedback to the ﬁxing
eye participants 3, 4 and 8 were not signiﬁcantly different in the
responses seen in participants with normal BSV. With feedback
to the strabismic eye participants 3, 4 and 6 were not signiﬁcantly
different in the responses seen in participants with normal BSV.
Whilst participant 5 showed some responses that were not
signiﬁcantly different to the BSV group they also showed similar
amounts of disconjugacy in the control condition without feedback
indicating that the stimulus within the suppression area had not
triggered the disconjugate movements.Fig. 8. Mean saccade disconjugacy over the time course of the three experimental phases
three strabismic participants who demonstrated appropriate disconjugate adaptation w7.1. Time course of saccade adaptation
To identify any differences in the response between the partic-
ipants with normal BSV and participants with strabismus the
adaptation phase was examined further. Figs. 7 and 8 show the
mean saccade gain disconjugacy over the time course of the three
experimental phases, with feedback applied to the dominant
(Fig. 7) and non-dominant eye (Fig. 8). The ﬁgures are pooled data
of three BSV participants, who demonstrated similar adaptation
patterns (Figs. 7a, b, 8a and b) and three strabismic participants
(3, 4 and 8) who adapted in the appropriate direction for the in-
duced disparity (Figs. 7c, d, 8c and d). The mean disconjugacy
and standard error for each run (15 saccades) is plotted.
From Figs. 7 and 8 the time course of adaptation appeared sim-
ilar in all participants within each group. A small amount of dis-
conjugacy was present in the pre-adaptation phase, which was
fairly consistent for the four runs in this phase. The largest increase
in disconjugacy occurred in participants with normal BSV, during
the ﬁrst ﬁve to seven runs of the adaptation phase (approximately
5 min). Adaptation reached a maximum level and then a plateau in
the effect was seen in the BSV participants. A similar effect was
seen in the strabismic participants. In both groups of participants
the increased disconjugacy persisted during the post-adaptation
phase in the absence of feedback to one eye. The disconjugacy
reduced gradually over the four runs of the post-adaptation phase.
To test for differences in the rate of adaptation between groups
two three-factor mixed measures ANOVA’s were calculated, one
for feedback to the dominant eye and one for feedback to the
non-dominant eye. The three factors were group (BSV or
strabismic), disparity (convergent or divergent) and time (run
5–18). There was no signiﬁcant difference between groups [domi-
nant eye F(1,4) = 1.297, p > 0.05; non-dominant eye F(1,4) = 1.600,
p > 0.05] or interactions between group and the other factors. Thefor: (a and b) three participants with normal BSV and (c and d) pooled data from the
ith feedback to the non-dominant strabismic eye (participants 3, 4 and 8).
Fig. 9. (a) Saccade gain disconjugacy during the adaptation phase in two strabismic participants with feedback applied to the ﬁxing eye. Data is shown for participants 6 and
7 who showed saccade gain disconjugacy in an inappropriate direction for the induced disparity. (b) Saccade gain disconjugacy during the adaptation phase in two strabismic
participants with feedback applied to the strabismic eye. Data shown for subjects 6 and 7, subject 7 shows inappropriate adaptation but subject 6 now shows adaptation
appropriate for the disparity. Convergent disparity shown on the left and divergent disparity on the right. NB: Axes shown are not equal in all graphs due to differences in
response between subjects.
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F(13,52) = 6.384, p < 0.0001; non-dominant eye F(13,52) = 6.778,
p < 0.0001].
The results show that both groups of participants essentially
have the same time course of adaptation, as demonstrated in Figs.
7 and 8 and supported statistically.
The individual data of the two participants who showed
adaptation in inappropriate directions for the disparity (partici-
pants 6 and 7) are shown in Fig. 9. The mean saccade gain discon-
jugacy and standard error for each run (15 saccades) is plotted over
the time course of the three experimental phases with feedback
applied to the ﬁxing and strabismic eye.8. Discussion of Experiment 2
In contrast to the distractor experiments, which considered sac-
cade generation in relation to peripheral distractors or non-targets,
Experiment 2 explored the role of the central ﬁxation target in sac-
cade generation.
The electronic feedback system applied to a target visible to one
eye produced rapid disconjugate saccade adaptation in eight par-
ticipants with normal bifoveal BSV. The aim of this study was to
determine whether participants with manifest strabismus and no
demonstrable fusion, normal or anomalous, could produce discon-
jugate saccades under such test conditions. The results demon-
strate that three of six strabismic participants studied were able
to produce appropriate disconjugate adaptations despite no clini-
cally detectable binocular co-operation. The three participants
who adapted in the appropriate direction had small angled devia-
tions (6 prism dioptres esotropia, 12 prism dioptres exotropia and
8 prism dioptres exotropia) could therefore be considered likely
candidates for development of abnormal retinal correspondence
and anomalous binocular vision. Extreme care was taken clinically
to investigate the participants with detailed questioning for binoc-
ular tests requiring subjective responses and a complete investiga-
tion, with a full range of tests employed. Furthermore, participants
3, 4, 5 and 6 were included in the earlier experiment that showed
whilst ﬁxating the central ﬁxation target presented to both eyes, all
participants were unaware of the presence of the distractor when
presented monocularly to the strabismic eye, whereas when pre-
sented to the ﬁxing eye or to both eyes it was visible (Appendices
A and B). Bucci et al. (1997) have demonstrated disconjugate adap-
tations in intermediate strabismus with abnormal binocular vision.
They describe such adaptations in two participants with 18 and 21
prism dioptres esotropia who had positive responses for Bagolini
striated glasses, failed to demonstrate stereoacuity in free space
(TNO and Titmus test) but demonstrated a stereoacuity of 3600 s
of arc on the synoptophore. The ﬁnding in this current study, of
disconjugate adaptation in the presence of suppression, has not
been previously described.
The level of visual acuity in the strabismic eye did not appear to
inﬂuence adaptation. Participant 8 adapted in the appropriate
direction (although by a larger amount than the normal BSV group)
despite having the lowest visual acuity of the group (0.6 logMAR)
as did participant 4 with 0.4 logMAR acuity in the strabismic eye.
The age of onset of strabismus may have been a signiﬁcant factor
as only participant 7, who demonstrated constant anomalous
adaptation responses, and participant 5, who had no response,
reported onset of strabismus before 6 months of age. The other
four participants who showed adaptation all had onset of
strabismus reported as P6 months of age.
The maximum angle of deviation in which an appropriate
adaptation response was found was 12 prism dioptres (6 prism
dioptres esotropia, 12 prism dioptres exotropia and 8 prism diop-
tres exotropia). The participant with strabismus measuring 18prism dioptres had no response at all. This ﬁnding is compatible
with the results of Bucci et al. (1997) who failed to ﬁnd normal
saccadic adaptation in four participants with no demonstrable fu-
sion and esotropia of between 14 and 30 prism dioptres. The dif-
ferences between the present study and Bucci et al. (1997) were
the method of inducing disconjugacy and the participants
reported by Bucci et al. (1997) were corrected with prisms either
fully or partially, to present the disparities close to the fovea of
the deviating eye. The participants reported in this current study,
did not have the strabismus corrected, to determine how they
would respond when in their ‘normal’ sensory state. It was shown
that the participant with angle of deviation >12 prism dioptres
did not demonstrate normal saccade adaptation with their ‘nor-
mal’ strabismic angle.
In the binocular subjects adaptation occurred rapidly with the
maximum increase occurring early in the adaptation phase within
5–7 min. This was comparable with studies of conjugate (Deubel,
Wolf, & Hauske, 1986) and disconjugate adaptation (Kapoula,
Eggert, & Bucci, 1995). The same time course and amount of
adaptation occurred in the binocular subjects and three strabismic
subjects who adapted normally, indicating that the strabismic sub-
jects are capable of responding in the same way as BSV subjects.
The mechanism for the resulting difference in primary sac-
cade amplitude in each eye in BSV can logically be explained
to be due to re-scaling of the pulse step signal based on the
post-saccadic disparity, with the primary aim of maintaining
BSV. A mechanism in the strabismic participants, with suppres-
sion and no binocular vision, who adapted normally or abnor-
mally, is less clear.
In the absence of fusion there still could be a purpose in ensur-
ing that the retinal image stimulating the deviating eye is main-
tained in a reasonably constant position, this might be to ensure
that it remains within the suppression area and to avoid diplopia.
If no adaptation or inappropriate adaptation occurred then the
location of the image in the deviating eye would no longer
stimulate retina equal to the angle of deviation possibly causing
symptoms. The pathway to drive such a response is also unclear.
It is possible that despite a lack of cortical perception of suppressed
images that information from the strabismic eye sub-cortically
allows adaptation of saccades to avoid diplopia. Hopp and Fuchs
(2002) concluded that this type of rapid saccade adaptation occurs
at or below the superior colliculus. A sub-cortical pathway for
programming saccade disconjugacy, without cortical processing
and hence without the awareness of disparity, may therefore be
possible. A non-geniculostriate input to the extrastriate cortex
(motion-sensitive area V5) has been identiﬁed in humans
(Holliday, Anderson, & Harding, 1997). It is proposed that this
pathway mediates the residual visual functioning found in blind-
sight. This may therefore indicate that motor changes to saccades
with the absence of visual perception found in this current study
are cortically mediated but via a route that bypasses striate cortex.
It is possible that it is striate cortex, where suppression might be
occurring in strabismic subjects that determine awareness of
visual stimuli whilst an extrastriate cortical route allows visual
information to be used for saccade programming.
Bucci et al. (1997) proposed that the anomalous disconjugacy
(inappropriate for induced disparity) seen in participants with
large angle strabismus and no fusion is driven by monocular visual
input to improve ﬁxation of each individual eye and not to reduce
binocular disparity. They suggest that the disconjugate changes are
driven by monocular visual input and movements of the two eyes
are controlled independently, so-called utrocular vision (or vision
with each eye separately) as described by Schor (1991). This is a
primitive form of binocular vision found in vertebrates with
complete decussation of the visual pathways. Bucci et al. (1997)
suggested that this form of independent eye control could allow
2420 H. Grifﬁths et al. / Vision Research 51 (2011) 2405–2424avoidance of diplopia but not establishment of a true binocular
linkage.
The responses demonstrated from the strabismic eye in both
the distractor and adaptation experiments may represent a primi-
tive response allowing reaction to information of a threat or
approaching danger perceived from that eye.9. General discussion and clinical implications of Experiments 1
and 2
Strabismic participants 3, 4, 5 and 6 participated in both exper-
iments described. All four of these participants were shown
(Appendices A and B) to have no perception of the distractor pre-
sented within their suppression areas at the distractor positions
between 10 and +10 (Fig. 1). Despite this, all four of them had
changes to saccade latency and/or accuracy in the presence of
distractors, two of whom also demonstrated normal disconjugate
saccade adaptation. One failed to show any disconjugate adapta-
tion and this participant (5) also had no increase in saccade latency
with distractors presented at the original ﬁxation point (pseudo-
fovea) which may suggest less well developed adaptation of this
‘pseudo-foveal’ area. Participant 6 demonstrated changes to
latency both with distractors presented in the area of the
anatomical fovea and the pseudo-fovea and saccade disconjugacy
in the feedback condition, this disconjugacy however was not al-
ways in an appropriate direction. So whilst the capacity to receive
the signal without perception existed the motor response was not
co-ordinated for any obvious advantage. This participant had the
largest angle of deviation (18 prism dioptres) and may represent
a retinal eccentricity which cannot be usefully co-ordinated. Fur-
ther experimentation is needed to gain more insight into this.
The overall ﬁndings of this study may give some understanding
of why some patients with constant suppression of one eye and no
demonstrable binocular vision incur post-operative problems of
disorientation following correction of strabismus. The results
may imply that maintaining the maximum level of visual acuity,
by full refractive correction of the strabismic suppressing eye,
may be of continued beneﬁt throughout adulthood to give the opti-
mum chance of using information from the suppressing strabismic
eye.
A further clinical signiﬁcance of these ﬁndings may be that sta-
bilisation of angle of strabismus is more likely in patients who use
information from the suppressing eye in this way. Although clinical
tests may reveal no demonstrable binocular co-operation of the
eyes, it is possible that the eyes are behaving as a yoked pair. This
may therefore lead to a better prognosis for stability in the angle
than predicted clinically. Follow-up of the strabismic participants
in this study would be required to substantiate this.10. Conclusion
In small to moderate angled strabismus we found increased sac-
cade latency when distractors were presented within the suppres-
sion area of the strabismic eye. The effect on latency, with
distractors presented to the strabismic eye, was maximal when
presented at the location of the anatomical fovea however an
increase in latency also occurred with distractors at the original
ﬁxation point which may represent a collicular re-mapping in
the presence of strabismus. Despite lack of awareness of, and
inability to localise the distractor presented to the strabismic
eye, saccade planning was affected by the presence of a distractor.
We have also shown that binocular vision is not required for
disconjugate saccade adaptation in individuals with manifest stra-
bismus, no potential normal BSV, no clinically demonstrable anom-
alous BSV and angles of deviation up to 12 prism dioptres. Rapiddisconjugate adaptation of saccades was demonstrated in an
appropriate direction of similar size and time scale to participants
with normal BSV.
Mechanisms to explain such results may include sub-cortical
retino-collicular pathways, a non-geniculostriate input to the
extrastriate cortex or high sensitivity in suppression for detection
of transient onset and offset of a target such that brieﬂy presented
targets are registered cortically but fail to reach conscious percep-
tion. It is possible that it is striate cortex, where suppression might
be occurring in strabismus that determines awareness of visual
stimuli whilst an extrastriate cortical route allows visual informa-
tion to be used for saccade programming.
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A.1. Experiment to determine visibility of the distractor
It is possible that the method of presenting distractors to the
strabismic eye broke down suppression and hence gave a mislead-
ing result. To determine whether participants with suppression
perceived the distractor presented to the strabismic eye for
200 ms during the saccade task the following experiment was car-
ried out after Experiment 1. It was considered appropriate to per-
form this current experiment following the distractor experiment
as participants may have developed a strategy for detecting the
distractor within the suppression area of the deviating eye or
may have become more sensitive to presence of the distractor dur-
ing the long distractor experiment.
A.2. Materials and method
A.2.1. Participants
Five of six strabismic participants with suppression described in
Experiment 1 (participants 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) and two adults with
normal BSV were tested.
A.2.2. Procedure
The participants were seated in a comfortable ofﬁce chair
114 cm from the translucent screen with the LCP shutters clamped
in position. Before each block of trials the participants were in-
formed that all targets would initially appear in the centre of the
screen and always move to the right and then back to the centre.
This direction was maintained for all subsequent trials.
The 1 target cross was presented centrally to both eyes for a
random period (500–1200 ms) it then disappeared and immedi-
ately reappeared at either 4 or 8 on the horizontal axis for
500 ms. The target then returned to the centre point before the
next trial. In most trials a distractor appeared simultaneously with
the onset of the 4 or 8 targets for 200 ms. The eccentricity of the
distractor varied along the horizontal axis randomly between
10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 0, +2, +4, +6, +8, +10 and no distrac-
tor as in Experiment 1.
Twenty saccade and distractor trials were presented in a 50 s
test run. Six runs were completed to allow 10 distractor presenta-
tions at each position (including no distractor). The experiment
was performed three times; with distractors presented to the dom-
inant (ﬁxing) eye, non-dominant (strabismic) eye and both eyes.
Fig. A1. The number of visible distractors at each eccentricity for two participants with normal BSV (a and b), and ﬁve strabismic participants with suppression (c–g).
Responses were recorded from each participant using a joystick to indicate when they were aware of a distractor at any location. The participants were making saccadic eye
movements to a target moving from the centre to 4 and 8 right of centre during the detection task as described for Experiment 1. The black horizontal line represents the
number of no distractor presentations in which a visible response was made (i.e. false positives).
H. Grifﬁths et al. / Vision Research 51 (2011) 2405–2424 2421The order of distractor presentation was randomised between
participants.
The participants were instructed to look directly at the centre of
the small target cross, positioned in the middle of the screen and,
when it jumped to the right and back to the centre, to move their
eyes as quickly and accurately as possible to continue looking at
the centre of the cross. They were told that sometimes as the target
jumped to the right a circle (the distractor) would appearanywhere on the screen. They were instructed to indicate using a
joystick every time the distractor was seen.A.3. Results
The joystick responses were recorded and analysed off line fol-
lowing the experiment. The number of correct responses (or hits)
Fig. B1. The number of joystick responses to the left at each eccentricity for two participants with normal BSV (a and b), and ﬁve strabismic participants with suppression (c–
g). Results are shown with distractors presented to the dominant (ﬁxing) eye, non-dominant (strabismic) eye and to both eyes. Negative distractor positions represent
distractors to the left and positive values are distractors on the right of the central ﬁxation point. Point zero represents distractors at the original ﬁxation position. Responses
were recorded from each participant using a forced choice procedure using a joystick to indicate whether distractors appeared to the right or left of the central ﬁxation point.
The results on the far right of each graph are the forced choice responses when no distractor was presented on the screen, indicating each participant’s guessing bias. The
participants were making saccadic eye movements to a target moving from the centre to 4 and 8 right of centre during the forced choice task as described for the distractor
experiment (Experiment 1).
2422 H. Grifﬁths et al. / Vision Research 51 (2011) 2405–2424for each distractor position and the number of ‘visible’ responses
with no distractor (false positives) was determined.
The number of correct responses, for each participant, of 10 tri-
als in each distractor position is shown in Fig. A1. The horizontalblack line represents the number of false positive responses in
the no distractor condition.
From Fig. A1 it is clear that the binocular participants reliably
saw the distractor under all three conditions whilst the results
H. Grifﬁths et al. / Vision Research 51 (2011) 2405–2424 2423demonstrate that the distractor was only visible when presented to
the dominant (ﬁxing) eye or both eyes in the strabismic partici-
pants with suppression.
Signal detection theory was used to measure accuracy of these
responses (Green and Swets, 1966). Signal detection theory com-
bines the hits and false positives to calculate an index of accuracy,
d0. These results show high d0 values for all distractor positions for
all three distractor conditions in both of the binocular participants.
This is in contrast to all of the ﬁve strabismic participants with sup-
pression who had high d0 values for all distractor positions in the
ﬁxing eye and both eyes conditions but had extremely low d0 val-
ues for all distractor positions when presented to the strabismic
eye.
A.4. Conclusion
The results suggest that the distractor was highly visible and
easily detected by participants with BSV under all conditions
and by strabismic participants when presented to both eyes or
to the ﬁxing eye. However, when the distractor was presented
to the strabismic eye the participants with suppression did not
perceive it.
The response to distractors presented in the strabismic eye re-
ported in Experiment 1 was therefore not due to the method of dis-
tractor presentation breaking down suppression. Distractors within
the suppression area that were not perceived affected saccade la-
tency and gain. It would appear therefore that targets presented
within the suppression area affect saccade programming.Appendix B
B.1. Experiment to determine awareness of the distractor
It is possible that although participants reported lack of percep-
tion of the distractor that they may have been sub-consciously
aware of the distractor. Such responses have been reported in par-
ticipants with visual cortex damage who were unable to see targets
in the blind ﬁeld but were able to make accurate eye movements to
ﬁxate them, so called blindsight (Pöppel, Held, & Frost, 1973).
Weiskrantz et al. (1974) reported a participant with a visual ﬁeld
defect following removal of a tumour that had invaded V1. The
participant who could not see targets within the ﬁeld defect could
however discriminate targets by ‘guesswork’ when asked to make
a forced choice of which stimulus of two had been presented with-
in the blind ﬁeld.
The following experiment was carried out to determine
whether participants with suppression, who were not consciously
aware of the distractor, were able to identify the side of the distrac-
tor when presented to the strabismic eye.
B.2. Materials and methods
B.2.1. Participants
The same seven participants described above were studied (see
Section A.2.1).
B.2.2. Procedure
The experimental set-up, target and distractor stimuli were
identical to that described in Experiment 1. The only difference
in procedure was the instructions given to the participants. They
were instructed to look directly at the centre of the small target
cross positioned in the middle of the screen and to move their
eyes as quickly and accurately as possible to maintain ﬁxation
of it when it jumped to the right and back to the centre. They
were told that sometimes as the target jumped to the right, acircle (the distractor) would appear anywhere on the screen.
They were instructed to indicate using a joystick whether the
circle appeared to the right or left of the central original ﬁxation
point. If they were unsure of the direction they were told to
guess.B.3. Results
The joystick responses were recorded and analysed off line fol-
lowing the experiment. The number of left responses for each dis-
tractor condition was determined.
Fig. B1 shows the number of left responses out of 10 trials, for
each participant, in each distractor position. If the side of distractor
was correctly indicated with the joystick then the graph would
show a value of 10 for distractor positions 10 to 2, and a value
of zero for positions +2 to +10. The response of forced choice guess-
ing when no distractor was presented represents the participant’s
bias in response when nothing was visible to them.
From Fig. B1a and b it is clear, generally, that the two binocular
participants correctly indicated the direction of the distractor un-
der all three viewing conditions. Fig. B1c–g shows that in the stra-
bismic participants the distractor direction was only correctly
indicated when presented to the ﬁxing eye or to both eyes, the re-
sponse was clearly different with distractors presented to the stra-
bismic eye. With distractors presented in all positions to the
strabismic eye all ﬁve participants responded similarly to their re-
sponse in the no distractor condition. They either randomly
guessed the side giving approximately 50% of responses in each
direction (participants 4 and 5) or showed a bias by maintaining
a single direction for the majority of presentations (participants
2, 3 and 6).B.4. Conclusion
The results suggest that the distractor was highly visible and
correctly localised by binocular participants under all viewing con-
ditions and by strabismic participants when presented to both eyes
or to the ﬁxing eye. However, in strabismic participants when the
distractor was presented to the strabismic eye it was not perceived
and they did not have any sub-conscious awareness of it.
The response to distractors presented in the strabismic eye
reported in Experiment 1, occurred despite lack of awareness of
the distractor. Distractors within the suppression area that were
not perceived affected saccade latency and gain.Appendix C. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.visres.2011.09.017.References
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